The safe & affordable install

Applicable for residential or light commercial installations

Quick-Sling SPECS
QSLG1000

A Close Up:

Each arm attaches to wood using 2 zip screws for stability & a 4” through bolt & wing nut for security. Installs to steel using steel beam adapters.

Extension arms individually adjust in one inch increments using thumb screws & wing nuts for speed & versatility. Installs as high as 24” or as low as 48” on flat or pitched roofs.

Our Quick-Sling is made of 14-gauge square, steel tubing which not only cuts down on vibration but is also able to hold up to 400 lbs.

28 points of anti-vibration isolation is provided using four 50-derometer self-adhesive rubber pads & 24 rubber washers.

32” secondary drain pan hangers are provided & install in seconds.

*Drain pan not included.

3 Dimensionally Adjustable
Height: 24” to 48”
Width: 38” to 48”
Length: 32” to 48”

Quick-Sling provides you with a non-swinging, solid platform that is quick, safe, stable and affordable.
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*Quick-Sling offers a 2-year warranty on steel, workmanship; 1-year warranty on powder coating.